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Welcome
As promised in the first issue of Meuse and Climate, we are providing you with more exciting news about AMICE and
the Meuse. The Dutch book ‘Van Regen tot Maas' was published in French. We had a really great time visiting two of
the AMICE pilot investments in The Netherlands. AMICE was also present at the Meuse Symposium held in Liège. In
the meantime, work on the climate and hydrology scenarios was completed. And the cooperation on flood preparation
software went on.
If bad luck made you miss the first Meuse and Climate, no panic, it can still be downladed here.
We wish you a nice time reading, and a very beautiful summer in the Meuse basin!

Word from the Waterboard Aa en Maas,
AMICE Partner in the Netherlands
What is the mission of the Waterboard Aa en Maas?

Is the river Meuse important to you, personnally?

In The Netherlands, there are 26 Waterboards. Like all of them,
the Waterboard Aa en Maas is a democratically elected
government body especially set up for water management in this
region. The Waterboard‟s mission is to develop, to manage and to
maintain healthy and resilient water systems. We aim at giving
space for a sustainable use of the water by humans, animals and
plants. Moreover, we ensure that the water is kept at the right
level and that costs for taxpayers stay as low as possible. The
„Dijkgraaf‟ is the president of the Waterboard.

I was born along the river Dommel which is a tributary of the
Meuse. More than the Meuse, it is the „water‟ that is important to
me. I used to have it as a competence when I was a deputy for
the Province of Noord-Brabant and it always strucks me by its
very dynamism.

Why is the Waterboard Aa en Maas a Partner in AMICE?

Do you have a message for the AMICE partners?
Oh yes: go ahead with AMICE! I hope AMICE will lead to a better
collaboration between partners and countries along the whole of
the Meuse and beyond all frontiers.

We were already involved in the development of the FLIWAS
(Flood Information and Warning System) software that’s being
used in The Netherlands. It seemed to be a very logical and good
idea to link this with data from the whole of the catchment basin.
What do you think of the importance of international collaboration
along the river Meuse?
People in the upstream area don‟t know the downstream part and
in the downstream area people know almost nothing about what‟s
going on upstream. People in The Netherlands, downstream,
always tend to think that Belgium and France should do more
about water quality and water retention. It is easily forgotten that
these countries also can ask something from The Netherlands.
Fish migration for instance is an important problem that can
largely be solved by The Netherlands.

Mr L. Verheijen, Dijkgraaf of the Waterboard Aa en Maas
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„Gouttes de Pluies, Flux de Meuse‟, a major
book about the river Meuse and its basin
In 2009, Marcel de Wit, a hydrologist and geographer from The
Netherlands wrote a book about the river Meuse and its basin:
„Van Regen tot Maas. Grensoverschrijdend waterbeheer in droge
en natte tijden‟. In AMICE the book was translated into French
with the title „Gouttes de pluies, flux de Meuse: Une gestion
transnationale de l‟eau par temps sec et humide‟.
It was officially presented in Saint-Mihiel (FR) on December 11th
2009 and offered to all French-speaking elected representatives
and water managers of the basin. This book is a major pillar for
people to get acquainted with the international Meuse and to
spark their feeling of belonging to a common borderless territory.
It is not possible to manage well an international river basin
without being concerned by what is happening in all riparian
countries. The author promoted this vision through his book.
He described the history, hydrology, hydraulics and water
organisations of the Meuse from its sources on the Langres
plateau down to Rotterdam. He succeeded in combining
technical explanations of the basin functioning and evolutions Read more about the presentation and download speeches.
with a lively writing accessible to any reader. The Event was
attended by 70 people from the Meuse basin.

AMICE at the Meuse Symposium
The Meuse Symposium is a great event organised every 4 years
to ensure an overview of existing knowledge and exchange of
information between all people involved with the river.

Poster exhibition and AMICE banner

Speakers' table during AMICE session

The third Meuse Symposium was held on April 22 nd and 23rd in
the Palais des Congrès in Liège. On Thursday evening AMICE
accepted the challenge to present the whole of the project in just
one hour! Mr G. Lavergne, the session‟s chair, outlined AMICE‟s
goals and aims. He was followed by the Lead Partner (EPAMA)
who gave some facts and figures of the project. G. Drogue
(University of Metz) and B. Dewals (University of Liège) talked
about the results and the work still to be done on climate and hydrological scenarios and the hydraulic modelling. The AMICE pilot
investments on natural water retention and on climate-proofing of
technical solutions were presented by M. Lejeune (RIOU) and M.
Linsen (Rijkswaterstaat). M. Fournier (EPAMA) talked about the
flood preparation software applications to be used in AMICE.
AMICE also had a number of posters at the poster exhibition and

we even managed to fix the AMICE banner there.
Although the AMICE hour ran from 5 to 6 pm and after a day full
of scientific lectures and a junior symposium, still about 80 people
stayed and attended our session.
All presentations and posters can be downloaded here.

Common climate scenarios for the Meuse
Several climate models, on a worldwide scale or for a specific
region are in use by the different Partners of the AMICE project.
The task of AMICE WP1 is not to create new climate change
scenarios but to combine all national and basin-wide information
about the consequences of climate change and use them in
common.
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For the hydrologic impact of climate change, no ready to use Chaudfontaine (B)
databases are available to be used in the whole Meuse basin.
The Partners start from present time series (temperature, rainfall,
Gendront (B)
evapotranspiration) and apply the delta change approach to
Chooz (F)
create data for new time series 2020-2050 and 2070-2100.
It is important to mention that:

 Rainfall (precipitation in general) is much more subject to
uncertainties and variations compared to temperature;
The general trends are much better known than the effects on
the extremes.
The national climate results are combined based on the
countries‟ proportion of the total Meuse catchment surface.
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Gauging stations of the meuse basin
used for the AMICE study

Wet scenario
The AMICE Partners and supporters met on March 11th 2010 in
Metz (France) to validate the scenarios and start up discussing
methodology for the hydraulic modelling.
Finally, all AMICE Partners have agreed on the following trends :

 An increase in Qhx100 (maximum annual hourly discharge of
100-year return period) of +15% for 2021-2050 and +30% for
2071-2100

Seasonal trends in precipitation (%) and air temperature (°C) for
the transnational scenario (grey: 2021-2050 - white: 2071-2100)

Dry scenario

 A decrease in MAM7 (Mean Annual Minimum 7-days discharge
values) of -10% for 2021-2050 and -40% for 2071-2100
Although AMICE scenarios are to be used for the whole Meuse
basin, they have some shortcomings. One of them regards extreme rainfalls. Concentrated on small areas, they have no impact on the Meuse river levels but create devastating mudfloods
and costly damages. This phenomenon is hardly known on the
basin and no quantitative analysis is possible at the moment. All
experts can say is that these extreme events will occur more
frequently.
One should be very aware that our results only represent a possible future, but not a certain future.
A detailed report about national and transnational climate and
hydrologic scenarios can soon be found on the AMICE website.

Site visit in The Netherlands on March 18th and 19th 2010
Alderman G. Snijders
invites us to the walk-and-eat visit

Mayor J. Hoogendoorn
welcomes participants in
Steenbergen

1. The visit

AMICE company on the boat on the Steenbergse Vliet

2. The HOWABO project

AMICE Partners and followers had the opportunity to visit and The Aa and Dommel rivers cover important parts of the city
discover two investment locations in The Netherlands.
of ‟s-Hertogenbosch. The problem is that in times of (very) high
Participants met for lunch in one of the big hotels in the City flows of the river Meuse, the Aa and Dommel cannot discharge
of „s-Hertogenbosch. They were welcomed by Mr. Verheijen, and the city is flooded. The national project Maaswerken even
Dijkgraaf of the Waterschap Aa en Maas, responsible for the speeds up the flood peak of the Meuse that reaches the area
HOWABO pilot investment. Speeches were given about AMICE sooner than before.
and the transnational cooperation on the Meuse basin.
A bus tour was organised around the future flood reservoir.
Participants could grasp how big this storage will be. Joop de
Bijl, the HOWABO project manager, explained everything from
the negociations with the landowners, the technical issues that
are still being studied - the reservoir inlet, the highway - to the
global sustainable management plan around the city. The
investment is very much supported by the local authorities, who
took part to the journey and brought their points of view.
Back in town the first AMICE „carousel‟ was organised.
In the eveneing, Alderman G. Snijders from ‟s-Hertogenbosch,
invited the whole company to a „walk and eat‟ visit in the town‟s
center. The tour was very much appreciated.

The challenge here is to create new water retention capacities
that are adapted to tomorrow situation and needs: a modern city
with large infrastructure and beautiful nature but that faces the
impacts of climate change. The solution chosen must not have
any significant negative effects on Natura 2000 areas and effects
on landscape, historical values and land use should be reduced
to a minimum. It should provide enough water storage capacity
and be cost-efficient. Furthermore it should be robust, simply
expandable and multifunctional.
For all these reasons the „Green river‟ solution was chosen,
which partly restores ‟s-Hertogenbosch‟s water dragon(*).

The second investment is the Steenbergse Vliet project in the
most downstream part of the Meuse basin. Participants were
welcomed in the brand new town hall of Steenbergen by the
Mayor himself. Speeches were given about the Waterschap
Brabantse Delta and the AMICE project. Participants were then
invited aboard for a boat trip on the Steenbergse Vliet and the
Krammer Volkerak lake. There were additional presentations
that demonstrated how the Waterschap takes into account
ecological, cultural and climate issues. The participants were
lucky with the weather and could admire the stunning landscape
of the Meuse delta, the diversity of birds, the fortress Hendricus
and even the floating house of an AMICE colleague.
Download full presentations
Download photo collage 's-Hertogenbosch
Download photo collage Steenbergen

* in former times of war, one could flood the surroundings of ‘sHertogenbosch to protect it against invaders : the flooded area looked
like a ‘water dragon’

3. The carousel: brainstorming with AMICE

4. The Steenbergse Vliet project

During the site visit, a brainstorm session was organised to
discuss several water-related topics. This was done using the
„carousel‟ technique.
Participants discussed these four topics:
1.“AMICE forever”: what do we do after AMICE? How do we use
our outputs once EU funds are not there anymore?
2.New waterplans shoud be discussed by international platforms
to prevent or compensate negative effects downstreams.
3.How can we organise water basin management without
boundaries?
4.Would it be possible in the Meuse basin to spread peak
discharges of the tributaries to the main stream by speeding
the flow and/or retaining water, in order to lower the peak
discharge in the main river?

Dinteloordse weg / Steenbergsche weg

Conclusion

Vlietdijk

We can say that AMICE is a great project with huge potentials;
its results and experiences need to be dissimenated. It can be a
motor for future better collaboration on basin level. We also
need more legislation, more organisation, better frameworks,
more funding and more knowledge, all of these on basin level,
in order to meet all statements discussed. A stronger Meuse
Commission would be an important trump.
Reactions
We got very positive reactions on this carousel. “It is a good
lesson for the future!”. “We should organise this kind of
brainstorm more often to allow free and open discussion”.
“AMICE gives a very good propagator for ideas, independent of
national political positions.” “The outcome would be a very
valuable idea or suggestion for the Meuse Commission.” The Steenbergse Vliet is situated at the very downstream part of
the Meuse basin, near the mouth of the river in the North Sea.
This is how a carousel can look like

In the future, the Volkerak-Zoommeer will be used for water
storage during high flows of the rivers Meuse and Rhine. The
discharge of the Steenbergse Vliet into the Krammer-Volkerak will
consequently be obstructed and this will result into (too) high
water levels in the upstream areas along the Dintel and Mark.
Multiple issues are at stake here:

 create new water retention areas anticipating the sea level rise
due to climate change, combined with river ecology development

 solve the problem of water shortages in dry periods (blue-green
algae blooms)

 enable multifunctional land use (water storage, recreation,
housing in flood plains, new role for historical heritage).
All this will be combined with innovative communication means,
for instance the creation of GPS roads and information with MP3
players or I-phone.
Within AMICE, two new areas will be created as wetlands and
water storage:

 the Dinteloordse weg / Steenbergsche weg: 8,5 ha agriculture
land to be changed into wetland; hiking trails on the summer dike,
an old ferry to be rebuilt and new information panels will be
placed.

 the Vlietdijk: recreational facilities will become important,
together with more natural embankments and the creation of
spawning grounds for fish.

Flood crisis management software

Some AMICE figures

First delivery of WP4: Report on
“Flood crisis management in the Meuse basin”

2009-2012
17 Partners

In each of the riparian countries of the Meuse, independent
procedures, methods and tools for the preparation and
management of flood crisis have been developed and
implemented. One of AMICE first actions consists in comparing
and describing them.
A common grid was used for the analysis of strategies and
software applications for flood management in France, Belgium
and the Netherlands. Three meetings were also organized for
the Partners to know each other, present the software and
discuss cooperation.
It led to the first WP4 report !

4 countries
Budget : 8.9 million €
ERDF : 2.8 million €

First ERDF subsidy received by AMICE project

„Flood crisis management in the Meuse basin’
The AMICE project was granted a 32% subsidy by the Interreg
IV B Programme, corresponding to a global 2.809.000€ for the 4
years of the project. The ERDF is given progressively on the
basis of the Partners prooves of expenses, that are forwarded
every 6 months to the Programme Secretariat.

The partners have:
- compared how each different tool responds to its local context
- shared feedbacks from the implementation of tools and
methods
From a functional point of view, the flows of information are quite
similar from one country to another in the process of monitoring,
forecasting, warning and intervention systems. All processes
depend on national regulations.
We can notice however that the stakes are quite different
between the countries. This could explain the differences in the
responsibilities for flood management.
The sharing of monitoring and forecast data is effective between
neighbouring countries or regions. Exercises at regional,
national or even basin level are but none exists at international
level. Return of experience between countries is rare.
The software mainly differ by their target groups and territorial
level.
OSIRIS and the Municipal plan are used by the mayors and
local technical services at a community level. FLIWAS is used
by the water managers on sub-basins. Each software is thus
adapted to its environment and to the users wishes.

Software

Assets

FLIWAS (NL)

interactivity, development of modules
for communication, real-time use

Municipal plan
(Wallonia)

multirisk approach and integration of all
emergency services in the database

OSIRIS (France)

detailed identification of stakes and
possibility to upload water heights from
hydraulic modelling.

Contacts and credits:
AMICE Lead Partner - Coordinator : Maïté Fournier (EPAMA)
AMICE Communication Officer : Martine Lejeune (RIOU)
AMICE logo conception : Olivier Drogue

The Partnership drafted the first payment claim for the actions
carried-out between january and june 2009 and received the
corresponding ERDF. The subsidy was received rapidly and no
modification was made to the amounts by the Programme.
The listing and audit procedures are complex and required an
important work at Partner level. Each participating Partner managed to set-up an internal organisation in order to respect
deadlines and the forthcoming payment claims should require
less time.

Other actions also progressing !
In the scope of WP1, hydraulic modelling will start soon based
on the common hydrological scenarios.The next meeting of
WP1 will be on June 24th.
AMICE Partners involved in WP2 „Natural water retention‟ met
on May 20th 2010 in Hotton (B) to exchange on their respective
projects developments and learn about communication
experiences.
The next AMICE Site Visit will be organised on the upper
Amblève in October 1st 2010. You are welcome to join us and
discover one of the wildest parts of the Meuse basin !
WP3 Partners visited the sluice of Haaselt (B) on January 22 nd
2010 which is similar to the Ham sluice where the pump will be
installed. They have started working on a common guideline on
how to deal with climate change uncertainty in water-related
projects.
The film company started interviewing Partners and shooting
sequences in order to make the AMICE interactive
documentary. Each Partner is proposing best locations to
illustrate climate change and the Meuse basin.

We will tell more about these actions in the next issue of
Meuse and Climate!

